
OUR WEBS FALL KNITTING RETREAT IS GOING VIRTUAL!  



WEBS Virtual Knitting Retreat 
September 24 - September 27, 2020 

Our WEBS Knitting Retreat has 

gone virtual for September 

2020!  We want you to have the 

fun of the Retreat from the 

safety of your living room or 

craft space, and we all hope 

you'll be excited to try this new 

adventure with us! 

What’s Included? 

 

Sumptuous swag bags that will be 

mailed to attendees 

 

Two full days of online classes, as well as 

morning yoga classes 

 

Virtual trunk shows and Q&A sessions 

with our sponsors  

 

Drop-In sessions with our guest teachers 

 

An all-day lounge for you to join at your 

leisure  with events and games taking 

place each day 

 

An exclusive shopping coupon code just 

for retreat attendees 

Instructors 

 

We have some of the most 

talented instructors 

sharing their expertise 

this weekend!  

 

Edie Eckman 

Xandy Peters 

Gayle Roehm  

Sarah Solomon  

Franklin Habit 



Teacher Bios 

 

Xandy Peters 

Xandy Peters is a knitting designer and 

teacher, best known as the innovator of the 

stacked stitch technique and for her Fox Paws 

pattern. Starting out as a footwear and 

product designer, Xandy turned to knitting as 

a way to explore textiles and surfaces without 

using factory production. She has since made 

a career out of knitting, publishing new 

patterns monthly and teaching workshops 

across the country. Xandy has been published 

in magazines such as Vogue Knitting, Twist 

Collective, Knitscene, Knitty, and Pom Pom 

Quarterly, but continues to self publish most 

of her work. Xandy also blogs about design, 

crafting, and baking on her blog 

soimakestuff.com  

Gayle Roehm  

Gayle Roehm is a former management 

consultant who now devotes herself to 

knitting and other fiber arts. She teaches 

nationally for knitting events, guilds and yarn 

shops. Her designs have been featured in 

Knitter’s, Interweave Knits, A Gathering of 

Lace, and other publications. She also sells her 

work at a fiber arts gallery. Gayle has traveled 

throughout the world, lived in Japan, speaks 

Japanese and has knitted with Japanese 

designs for many years. She is the translator of 

the Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible and 250 

Japanese Knitting Stitches by Hitomi Shida, 

Japanese Knitting by Mchiyo, Keiko Okamoto’s 

Japanese Knitting Stitches, Wonder Crochet, 

and three more upcoming books.  She 

published the first information in English 

about Japanese patterns in 1997, she 

prepared the Japanese section for the book 

Knitting 

Languages, and 

she translated 

patterns for 

Diakeito Yarns/

Sunrise Fibers. 

Edie Eckman 

Edie serves as a technical editor for yarn 

companies and independent  

publishers and writes columns for Creative 

Knitting magazine. She has taught at Stitches 

events, Vogue Knitting Live, The National 

Needlearts Association, The Knit & Crochet 

Show, Midwest Fiber & Folk Art Fair, New York 

State Sheep & Wool Festival (Rhinebeck), Fall 

Fiber Festival (Montpelier), and other national 

venues. Her articles and designs have 

appeared in many yarn company publications 

and magazines. Edie is the author of Every 

Which Way Crochet Borders, Christmas 

Crochet for the Hearth, Home & Tree, Connect 

the Shapes Crochet Motifs, Socks to Knit for 

Those You Love, Around the Corner Crochet 

Borders, The Crochet Answer Book and Beyond 

the Square Crochet Motifs.  

http://www.soimakestuff.com/


Teacher Bios 

 

Sarah Solomon  

Sarah Solomon is a knitwear designer, writer, 

and teacher based in New York City. In addition 

to her self-published patterns, her designs and 

articles have appeared in Interweave Knits, 

Knitscene, knit.wear, Pom Pom Quarterly, and 

Vogue Knitting, and in collections by yarn 

companies large and small. She enjoys teaching 

traditional techniques of all kinds, including 

cables, colorwork and twisted stitch knitting, as 

well as modern garment construction with a 

particular emphasis on details and fine finishing.  

She teaches regularly at Purl Soho and Annie & 

Co in New York City, as well as at retreats and 

knitting events around the country. In her design 

work she enjoys creating pieces grounded in 

tradition but suited to modern life, using 

exceptional yarns to make garments and 

accessories that are knittable, wearable, and 

designed to last.  

Franklin Habit 

Designer, teacher, author and illustrator 

Franklin Habit is the author of It Itches: A 

Stash of Knitting Cartoons. His book, I Dream 

of Yarn: A Knit and Crochet Coloring Book, was 

published in 2016. He first became known as 

the writer of The Panopticon, one of the most 

popular knitting blogs on the Internet. 

Franklin’s varied  experience in the fiber world 

includes contributions of writing and design to 

Vogue Knitting, Yarn Market News,  

Interweave Knits, Interweave Crochet, 

PieceWork, and regular columns for 

Knitty.com, PLY Magazine, Lion Brand Yarn, 

and his popular “Fridays with Franklin” feature 

for Skacel Collection. Franklin lives in Chicago, 

IL, cohabiting shamelessly with 15,000 books, 

a Schacht spinning wheel, 3 looms, and a 

colony of yarn that multiplies whenever his 

back is turned. 



Classes 

 

Xandy Peters 

Center Out Knitting: In this class we will look at 3 different 

cast on methods for center out projects. We will try out 

different arrangements and types of increases to build 

different shawl, blanket, and scarf shapes. By the end of 

the class, students will feel confident using these cast on 

methods to create center out accessories and add stitch 

and color patterns to various shapes.  

Knit Your Own Adventure: In this class we will create 

colorwork, texture, or lace using parametric (rule based) 

guides instead of restrictive instructions. We will discuss 

how to create unique and unrepeatable stitch motifs and 

colorwork based on anything from the roll of dice to the 

number of steps you take in a day. We will also go over 

techniques and accessories that combine well with 

different parameters to produce stunning results Each 

student will work on a swatch or mini shawl in class.  

Intro to Stacked Stitches: This introductory class will 

enable knitters of all levels to try out the technique in a 

swatch and become confident working patterns that 

incorporate stacked stitches. We will focus on mastering 

the increase and decrease stitches and learn several 

strategies for avoiding problems and fixing mistakes.  

Learning Stacked Stitches with the Fascination Wrap: In 

this class students will start a stacked stitch project and 

learn this exciting technique in a way tailored to fit the 

mindset of a lace or stranded colorwork knitter. We will 

cast on a scarf or swatch and discover how each row of 

stitches fits together to form a flat fabric. We will learn 

how to move markers, keep track of stitch count, and to fix 

mistakes in a stack pattern. We will also learn to weave in 

ends at the end of each color stripe to save time during 

finishing. 

Gayle Roehm  

Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible Exploration: From easy 

to brain-bending! We'll start with a stitch pattern 

from JKSB that gives you a lot of “bang for the buck”: 

it’s lovely and relatively easy to knit. Then we'll move 

on to other stitch patterns with more challenge: 

patterning on both right and wrong sides, knot 

stitches, twisted stitches, complex combinations and 

some unusual maneuvers. You’ll get lots of practice 

with Shida’s style and with the charts and symbols. By 

the end of the day, you should feel comfortable 

working any of the patterns from the book, and using 

them in your own designing. 

Edie Eckman  

Crochet for Knitters: Add skills to your knitting 

toolbox! Knitters can appreciate the use of basic 

crochet techniques for edgings and finishing details. 

This is a basic how-to class for those who have little 

or no crochet experience. Learn basic crochet 

stitches, and quickly review pattern reading.  

Four Fun Fabrics : Furry, fun, flappy and funky—learn 

four unusual stitches to add pizazz to your knitting! 

See how four stitch, cluster stitch, shirring stitch and 

flap stitch can be incorporated into your projects. 

Not for beginning knitters.  

25 Tips for Better Knitting: Enjoy your knitting more 

and improve your finished projects! In this fun, fast-

paced class Edie will show you tricks to better 

understand your knitting, avoid frustration, prevent 

mistakes, and save both time and money. Sometimes 

we don't know what we don't know, especially as 

beginning and intermediate knitters. This class 

features techniques to help grow your skills and 

provides resources for you to continue that 

exploration when you get home. 

  



Classes 

 

Sarah Solomon 

Tricks of the Trade: In this class I want to give you a peek 

into my knitting process by sharing the techniques I find 

indispensable in my daily knitting. I’ll demonstrate a variety 

of methods that make tasks easier, avoid potential 

problems and yield professional-looking results.  And since 

a room full of knitters practically guarantees that everyone 

can learn from one another, please feel free to think of a 

trick of your own you might like to share with the group. 

The Best Yarn for the Job Part 1: Learn How Fiber and Yarn 

Construction Affect Your Fabric : In this class we’ll take a 

closer look at fibers and yarn with the ultimate goal of 

making better, more informed choices for our knitting 

projects.  We will discuss the properties and sources of 

both animal and plant fibers, the difference between 

worsted and woolen yarns, and how plying affects yarn 

behavior by looking at examples. If you’ve ever wondered 

about why a yarn pills, why it grows when you wear it, why 

it feels light or heavy, or wondered what yarn would be 

best for a cable pattern, a lace pattern, this is the class for 

you.  This class is lecture/discussion-based. 

 

The Best Yarn for the Job Part 2: Choosing and 

Substituting Yarn for Your Projects: Once we have a 

foundation for how yarns work as a function of their fiber 

content and structure, we will look at how to match a yarn 

with a project to achieve the best results.  We will learn 

about how different fibers wash and wear and discuss what 

fiber blends achieve what results, in order to choose a yarn 

for a specific purpose.  The aim of this class is to help you 

make better, more informed decisions to get the result you 

want from your projects.  This class is lecture/discussion-

based.  

Franklin Habit 

The Knitted Plaid: An All-Day Color and Pattern Workshop: 

If the prospect of mixing colors gives you the fidgets, but 

you've dreamt of putting together your own complex color 

schemes for projects, this full-day class is for you. We’ll 

begin with an invigorating dive into practical color theory 

for knitters (neither as dry nor as daunting as you fear), and 

also bring the idea of color inspiration firmly down to earth. 

Then we’ll put those ideas to work, using a little-known but 

very beautiful method for creating a knitted plaid/tartan 

fabric. There will also be a discussion of the history of 

tartan fabrics–where they came from, how they are woven, 

and how to imitate woven tartan setts with the knitted 

technique. By popular demand, this workshop has been 

newly expanded to a five-hour format to allow more time 

for explanation, experimentation, and reviews of student 

projects. You can learn to design your own color schemes–

all it takes is a little knowledge, a little practice, and a little 

playfulness. Pre-requisites: Fluency in the basic techniques 

of knitting.  

 Sunday Keynote Speech  

by Franklin Habit  
 

“Oh, Dolores!” 



Class Schedule 

 

Friday Morning  

9-11am: Tricks of the Trade                  Sarah Solomon 

9-11am: Crochet For Knitters                    Edie Eckman 

9-11am: The Knitted Plaid                       Franklin Habit 

9-11am: Center-Out Knitting                    Xandy Peters 

9-11am: Japanese Knitting                        Gayle Roehm 

 

 

 

Friday Afternoon 

1-3pm: The Knitted Plaid                         Franklin Habit 

1-3pm: Japanese Knitting (contd)           Gayle Roehm 

2-4pm: Tricks of the Trade                    Sarah Solomon 

2-4pm:  25 Tips for Better Knitting           Edie Eckman 

2-4pm: Knit Your Own Adventure           Xandy Peters 

4-5pm: The Knitted Plaid                         Franklin Habit 

 

 

 

Saturday Morning                                        

9-11am: Best Yarn for the Job Part 1   Sarah Solomon 

9-11am: Four Fun Fabrics                           Edie Eckman 

9-11am: The Knitted Plaid                       Franklin Habit 

9-11am: Intro to Stacked Stitches            Xandy Peters 

9-11am: Japanese Knitting                        Gayle Roehm 

  

 

 

Saturday Afternoon 

1-3pm: The Knitted Plaid                         Franklin Habit 

1-3pm: Japanese Knitting (contd)            Gayle Roehm 

2-4pm: Best Yarn for the Job Part 2     Sarah Solomon 

2-4pm:  25 Tips for Better Knitting           Edie Eckman 

2-4pm: The Fascination Wrap                  Xandy Peters 

4-5pm: The Knitted Plaid                         Franklin Habit 

Retreat Schedule 

Thursday, September 24th 
6:00pm: Zoom Welcome for retreat attendees. Teacher intros, sponsor intros, debut coupon 

code for weekend shopping 

6:30pm: Tahki Stacy Charles presentation hosted by Stacy Charles 

7:00pm: Valley Yarns presentation hosted by Julie Turjoman 

8:00pm: Shibui president Sandy Barnes will host a virtual trunk show featuring their new 

yarn Haven  
 
Friday, September 25th 
7:00am-8:00am: Virtual Yoga 

8:00am: All-day lounge opens 

9:00am-11:00am: Morning classes  

12:00pm-1:00pm: Sirdar virtual trunk show 

1:00pm-5:00pm Afternoon classes  

6:00pm-7:30pm Rowan Lookbook presentation 

and Q&A 

8:00pm: Cascade virtual yarn tasting and project 

kick-off  with Shannon Dunbabin 

9:00pm: All-day lounge closes 

 
Saturday, September 26th 
7:00am-8:00am: Virtual Yoga  

8:00am: All-day lounge opens 

9:00am-11:00am: Morning classes  

12:00pm-1:00pm: Berroco presentation 

1:00pm-5:00pm: Afternoon classes 

6:00pm: Shibui Trunk show and "ask me 

anything"  

8:00pm: Guided Knitting with Shannon Dunbabin 

of Cascade and Sarah Solomon  

9:00pm: All-day lounge closes 

 

Sunday, September 27th 
11:00am: Keynote Speaker Franklin Habit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Retreat Price 

$450 


